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1. Introduction 

Natural resources have a critical role for attaining sustaina-
ble development. By harnessing the profits generated from 
their extraction, governments can increase their revenues 
for financing public goods and social services. As per the 
World Bank, almost 3.5 billion people live in countries rich 
in oil, gas or minerals. Africa alone has 30% of the world’s 
mineral reserves, 10% of the world’s oil, and 8% of the 
world’s natural gas1. While the benefits of rents deriving 
from the extraction of natural resources should allow re-

source rich countries to achieve high rates of economic de-
velopment, many countries, especially those located in the 
South, are still counted among the least developed, despite 
having large amounts of viable natural resources. 

Extractive industries and natural resources are intricate-
ly linked with the development of countries and indeed 
their very sovereignty. The United Nations (UN) General 
Assembly Resolution on ‘Permanent sovereignty over nat-
ural resources’2 was explicit in its recognition that “The 
right of peoples and nations to permanent sovereignty over 
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Abstract 

Developing countries with significant natural resources have not fully utilised them for financing their development aspi-
rations. Extractive industries and the revenue generated from their extractive activities need to constitute a larger share of 
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*** 

Les pays en développement disposant d'importantes ressources naturelles ne les ont pas pleinement utilisées pour financer leurs aspi-
rations en matière de développement. Les industries extractives et les revenus générés par leurs activités d'extraction doivent constitu-
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*** 

Los países en desarrollo con importantes recursos naturales no los han utilizado plenamente para financiar sus aspiraciones de desa-
rrollo. Las industrias extractivas y los ingresos generados por sus actividades de extracción deben constituir un elemento más impor-
tante para la movilización de recursos internos. Sin embargo, el sector sigue siendo afectado por la erosión masiva de la base impositiva 
y la transferencia de los beneficios por parte de las grandes empresas multinacionales. Por lo tanto, en este informe de políticas se exa-
mina el sector de las industrias extractivas y el posible impacto de sus prácticas en las políticas y regulación  nacionales de los países 
en desarrollo. También se examinan algunas iniciativas actuales a nivel internacional para que los países puedan obtener más ingresos 
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mies and institutions on the basis of resource extraction. 
This ´resource dependence´ produces “further decay in 
critical arenas such as non-mineral–based revenue raising, 
expenditure patterns, fiscal accountability, and citizen 
participation.”7 Therefore, developing countries need to 
build strong institutions to face the various challenges in 
their dealings with MNEs operating in the extractive sec-
tor. 

This brief is divided into 4 parts. After the introduction, 
Part 2 provides an overview of extractive industries and 
the commonly found tax base erosion and profit shifting 
activities in the sector. Part 3 looks at some of the practices 
of MNEs operating in the extractive industries, and their 
possible impacts on the national development plans, poli-
cies and regulations in developing countries. Part 4 looks 
at some of the current initiatives at the international level 
for enabling countries to obtain more revenue from natu-
ral resource extraction. The concluding part offers some 
observations on the options available to developing coun-
tries. 

2. Base Erosion and Profit Shifting in the Ex-
tractive Sector 

2.1 What are Extractive Industries? 

Extractive industries are entities engaged in activities of 
exploration, production, refining and marketing of non-
renewable natural resources such as crude oil, natural gas 
and mining products8. In large scale mining, the extractive 
process is generally divided into upstream and downstream 
activities. The upstream activities relate to the exploration 
and production phases, which are the beginning stages of 
the life cycle of operations. The downstream activities cor-
respond to a set of services related to transportation, refin-
ing, storage, distribution and marketing of these re-
sources.9  

The profits from the extraction and sale of those re-
sources, commonly referred to as ‘natural resource rents’, 
can be quite large, and they form a significant part of the 
gross domestic product (GDP) of many countries (see Fig-
ure 1). As these activities are an important revenue base in 
many developing and least developed countries, the de-
velopment of extractive industries can be a substantial 
factor contributing to sustainable development and there-
fore, they must design appropriate tax regimes that en-
sure a balance between sustainable economic growth and 
attracting foreign investment10. 

2.2 What is Base Erosion and Profit Shifting? 

According to the UN, base erosion and profit shifting 
(BEPS) refers to “tax avoidance strategies that exploit gaps 
and mismatches in tax rules to artificially shift profits to 
low or no-tax locations, with the effect of reducing tax 
revenues available to governments for investment in sus-
tainable development.”12 The abuse of tax planning strate-
gies through BEPS generates a number of fiscal impacts, 
in particular increasing revenue loss from corporate in-
come tax. According to estimates, the net revenue loss 
because of these practices is estimated to amount to be-
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their natural wealth and resources must be exercised in 
the interest of their national development and of the 
well-being of the people of the State concerned.” How-
ever, it was also cognizant of the dynamics that accom-
pany the use of natural resources, noting in its second 
paragraph that “The exploration, development and 
disposition of such resources, as well as the import of 
the foreign capital required for these purposes, should 
be in conformity with the rules and conditions which 
the peoples and nations freely consider to be necessary 
or desirable with regard to the authorization, restriction 
or prohibition of such activities.”  

Extractive industries can therefore have an important 
impact in the achievement of the 2030 Agenda for Sus-
tainable Development and the Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals (SDGs) by reducing inequalities through 
the creation and mobilization of resources through tax-
es, royalties and dividends3. The Addis Ababa Action 
Agenda (Addis Agenda) not only recognised extractive 
industries as a resource for financing for development 
in developing countries, but also encouraged countries 
to ensure corporate transparency and accountability in 
the extractive sector. It further recognised the need to 
limit excessive tax incentives; continue international tax 
cooperation through the sharing of best practices; and 
promote peer learning and capacity-building activities4. 
Similarly, during the ‘Second Annual Developing 
Country Forum for Cooperation in International Tax 
Matters’ organized by the South Centre, there were 
calls to consider the long term nature of contracts in the 
extractive sector and in particular, refraining from lim-
iting State sovereignty and to retain control over the 
impact of these activities, which will require designing 
fiscal policies that support economic growth, while also 
addressing problems arising from commodity price 
volatility5. 

Many countries have been unable to fully realize the 
revenues generated by natural resource extraction for a 
wide variety of reasons, which include issues such as 
limited administrative capacities, as well as legal and 
policy constraints. Another major factor is the behav-
iour of the enterprises involved in extractive activities. 
Since exploration and production are extremely capital 
intensive and highly volatile businesses, heavily de-
pendent on international commodity prices6, and re-
quire significant technical expertise, large scale extrac-
tion of natural resources is generally undertaken by 
large multinational enterprises (MNEs) and some state 
owned companies. The preponderance of MNEs in the 
extractive sector gives rise to its own unique set of chal-
lenges, which includes the heightened risk of base ero-
sion and profit shifting activities which reduce the tax 
base and revenues of countries where these MNEs op-
erate.  

The well-known “resource curse” highlights that the 
generation of natural resource wealth is independent 
from other economic processes, but highly dependent 
on the interest and expertise of the private sector, and 
that resource-rich States have developed their econo-



used by enterprises in the extractive sector to excessively 
reduce their tax liabilities. Some problems they have faced 
are related to transfer pricing methods, undervaluation, 
tax incentives, and tax stabilization strategies, among oth-
ers. 

The United Nations Committee of Experts on Interna-
tional Cooperation in Tax Matters (UN Committee) has 
identified some tax base erosion activities commonly en-
countered by developing countries while taxing extractive 
industries18, which inter alia include:  

• fragmentation of the supply chain allowing inter-
national companies to allocate profits to procure-
ment and hedging companies;  

• the splitting of transactions creating complex 
structures which allow the use of intermediaries for 
dividing functions and risk, and shifting profits;  

• thin capitalization by indebting the subsidiaries to 
reduce its equity capital allowing for the allocation 
of tax deductions;  

• intra-group charges allocating service fees to other 
companies in the corporate groups, generally locat-
ed in low-tax jurisdictions, thereby reducing the 
taxable profit in the host State; and  

• the use of offshore marketing companies to shift 
profits out of the countries where they are generat-
ed.  

Other issues are raised by the various mechanisms 
used for the valuation of the exported resources as the 
pricing of minerals, oil and gas is not always straight for-
ward, and variations of prices can and do exist during the 
different stages of production, refining, transporting and 
marketing; and will normally also consider the quality or 
grade of the product, as well as deductions for transport 
and insurance costs19. Similarly, splitting of transactions 
would also affect the value of the resources considering 
the different points in time where the sales price is set for 
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tween US$100 billion and US$240 billion annually (in 
2014 figures)13. 

The purpose of those corporate strategies is to use 
“regulatory arbitrage” to artificially shift profits to ju-
risdictions which apply little to no taxes, and where 
there is little or no economic activity being undertaken 
by the entity.14 Corporate entities can therefore exploit 
the mismatches and gaps that exist between the tax 
rules of different jurisdictions, to minimise the taxes 
that they have to pay, either by making tax profits 
“disappear” or by shifting profits to low tax jurisdic-
tions where there is little or no genuine economic activi-
ty. This means that they end up paying little to no taxes 
in the countries where their profits are being made.15 

The idea of acting against BEPS gained significant 
traction with the endorsement of the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development Action Plan 
on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (OECD BEPS Action 
Plan) by the Group of Twenty (G20) leaders in Saint 
Petersburg in September 201316. Subsequently, in 2015, 
the G20/OECD Project on Base Erosion and Profit 
Shifting (BEPS Project) came out with its 15 Action 
Points comprising the ‘OECD BEPS Package’.  

Since its inception, the OECD BEPS project has failed 
to explicitly address base erosion and profit shifting in 
the extractive industries as part of its 15 Actions. How-
ever, some limited work such as the development of 
practice notes on the subject has been carried out by the 
OECD in cooperation with the Intergovernmental Fo-
rum on Mining, Minerals, Metals and Sustainable De-
velopment (IGF)17.  

3. Abusive Tax Planning and National Devel-
opment Challenges 

Developing countries have faced common challenges in 
harnessing the revenue potential of their natural re-
source extraction, as there are a number of mechanisms 

Figure 1 - Total Natural Resources Rents (% of GDP) - 201611  

Source: World Bank 



tions in the territory where the extraction is taking place, 
without being per se illegal. This can include routing their 
investments through territories with preferential tax re-
gimes to splitting up of transactions and overpricing of 
intangibles. However, it is often difficult to differentiate 
‘aggressive tax planning’ from ‘abusive tax planning’ 
(though some suggestions have focused on an “intent 
based approach” for determining what would fall in the 
latter category27).  

There is a widespread global perception that MNEs in 
the extractive industries do not pay their fair share of tax-
es to the states where they exploit the natural resources.  
For instance, according to an article in The Guardian, there 
were claims that the Zambian subsidiary of a Swiss com-
pany, Glencore, held through a holding company in the 
British Virgin Islands, avoided paying up to £76m a year 
in tax on profits from its copper mine in Zambia28. Thus, 
there is a need for countries to be able to clearly delineate 
the activities that are contributing to the erosion of their 
tax base in the extractive industries in order to combat 
them better.  

 3.1.1 Transfer pricing issues 

Usually, whenever any goods, services or intangibles are 
traded between the group companies of a MNE located in 
two different jurisdictions, a ‘transfer price’ has to be cal-
culated for tax purposes, based on the ‘arm’s length prin-
ciple’ (ALP). According to the UN, “Where the pricing 
does not accord with internationally applicable  norms  or  
with  the  arm’s  length  principle  under  domestic  law,  
the  tax  administration  may  consider  this  to  be  “mis-
pricing”,  “incorrect  pricing”,  “unjustified  pricing”  or  
non-arm’s  length  pricing,  and issues of tax avoidance 
and evasion may potentially arise.”29  

For the OECD, “abusive transfer pricing occurs when 
income and expenses are improperly allocated for the 
purpose of reducing taxable income”30. Thus, by engaging 
in abusive transfer pricing, MNEs can significantly erode 
the tax base of home states and shift their profits from the 
extractive industries to low tax jurisdictions. This can also 
cause severe economic distortions, as “it can  enable  com-
panies  to  report  higher  earnings  to appease  stock  mar-
kets  and  maximize  executive  remuneration,  but  the  
loss  of  tax revenues curtails the ability of the state to pro-
vide public goods and alleviate poverty.”31 This issue is 
generally covered under Article 9 of the model tax con-
ventions (UN and OECD), which utilise ALP for fixing a 
transfer price in international transactions. However, ALP 
may not be applicable in all circumstances; and as the 
OECD notes “there  are  some  significant   cases   in   
which   the   arm’s   length   principle   is   difficult   and   
complicated  to  apply,  for  example,  in  MNE  groups  
dealing  in  the  integrated  production  of  highly  special-
ised  goods,  in  unique  intangibles,  and/or  in  the  pro-
vision  of  specialised  services.”32 

An abusive transfer pricing normally entails the under-
pricing of a sale, or overpricing of a purchase to shift the 
profits from the host State jurisdiction to a lower tax juris-
diction.33 The risks of transfer pricing in the extractive 
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an intermediary, and the sales price charged by the in-
termediary to the end consumer.   

In addition, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
notes that in the case of extractive industries, taxation 
potentially affects decisions at all stages, i.e. explora-
tion, development and production, in complex ways20. 
While there is “no intrinsic reason for effective and 
transparent administration of extractive industry fiscal 
regimes to be harder than for other industries”21, coun-
tries can and do experience high revenue volatility from 
oil and minerals22 which requires fiscal adjustments 
and systems for managing them. Therefore administra-
tion of tax regimes in the extractive sector is faced with 
persistent challenges in the form of complex tax rules 
and inefficient royalty administration, while many 
countries lack the resources necessary to recruit, train 
and retain staff with the required experience and ex-
pertise23. 

This view is also echoed by the United Nations Con-
ference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), noting 
the difficulty in optimizing a fiscal system for the ex-
tractive industries: “if taxation is too low, it can result 
in foregone tax revenue for the host country; if it is too 
high, it may suffocate the industry and provide little 
incentive for companies to invest.”24 Although, it is 
usually left to the country to decide upon the appropri-
ate level of rent they can capture from exploitation of 
their resources, this task presents many difficult chal-
lenges. 

The precise design of any fiscal system for the extrac-
tive industries will vary according to the needs and 
priorities of each State. Certain policy objectives might 
have implications on the fiscal regime, for example en-
suring steady revenue; limiting exposure to the risk of 
volatile fiscal flows; ensuring international competitive-
ness; minimizing opportunities for tax evasion; and 
having administrative procedures in line with the insti-
tutional capacity of the tax authority.25 

The specific issues regarding taxation of extractive 
industries, especially in developing countries, go much 
beyond what has been envisaged under the BEPS Pro-
ject. For instance, capital gains taxation, decommission-
ing of sites, tax treaty issues, and value added taxation 
are all relevant considerations when designing and ad-
ministering fiscal regimes for extractive industries26, 
but have not been given sufficient consideration under 
the BEPS Project. The following sections therefore look 
at some of the more common issues afflicting revenue 
collection from the extractive industries, and their im-
pacts on developing countries.  

 3.1 Abusive Tax Planning Practices in the Extractive 
Industries 

MNEs tend to internationalise their operations in the 
search for cheaply available natural resources globally, 
which is known as ‘resource-seeking’ behaviour. In 
addition, MNEs also employ a range of tax planning 
measures which substantially reduce their tax obliga-
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industry will depend on the stage of the value chain in 
which a country is.34 For example, in the exploration and 
development phase, an extractive industry normally re-
quires high capital investment and hiring of professional 
services which contribute to the costs of related parties or 
intra-firm transactions.35 Such costs could be inflated in 
order to reduce the revenues of the extractive industry in 
the host State jurisdiction while not reducing the profit of 
the corporate group.36  

Similarly, the UN Committee has illustrated the issue 
of transfer pricing with the use of intermediary distribu-
tion companies (IDC) within the same corporate group, 
generally located in a non-tax or low tax jurisdiction. In 
such cases, the operating extractive company (OEC) uses 
an intermediary distribution company to sell the product 
to the end customer, setting the price of shipping in two 
different time periods. First, the OEC uses the Index price 
previous to the date of actual shipment to the IDC with 
the objective of setting a lower selling price in the coun-
try where the extractive operations are done. This will 
reduce their profit rates and therefore tax rate allocation 
is lower. Secondly, the IDC sets its sales price to end cus-
tomer at the Index price in the month of actual shipment, 
although the transfer of the product is direct from the 
OEC to the end customer, which means increasing profits 
through higher prices (see Figure 2). 

The relationship between the IDC and the OEC wors-
ens the situation, given the fact that the IDC is a service 
provider (marketing and distribution), and therefore the 
OEC would be able not only to reduce its tax liability by 
setting a lower selling price, but also by using such costs 
as an expense to be deducted to reduce taxable profit. 
Similarly, as the taxable conduct in the case of the IDC is 

the provision of marketing and distribution services, setting 
Index price to such services is difficult and the ALP will 
only cover the transaction in the first tier of the commercial 
relationship.   

3.1.2 Effects of double tax avoidance agreements (DTAAs) 

The existence of multiple jurisdictions with simultaneous 
legitimate claims over the same source of taxable revenue is 
another source of pressure on the tax base of developing 
countries.37 In conjunction with domestic laws, DTAAs are 
responsible for the allocation of taxing rights among their 
contracting parties. While this helps in preventing double 
taxation of the same income by two countries, recent experi-
ences have shown that the abuse of such treaties frequently 
results in ‘double non-taxation’ instead38. Tax treaties have 
therefore come under severe criticism in recent years given 
that they were used by large MNEs to limit their tax liability 
in jurisdictions in which they operate.  

DTAAs play a key role in extractive industries since the 
bulk of extracted commodities is generally exported to other 
countries. Given the large investments required to explore, 
initiate and maintain extractive operations, the possibility of 
abusing of intra-company debt shifting and deduction of 
interest charges is higher within a network of DTAAs. 
These treaties can include incentives such as “reduced divi-
dend withholding tax; reduced interest withholding tax; 
crediting of income taxes paid by a home country taxable 
entity in the host country; and the recognition of deductions 
allowed in the host country as a valid deduction for host 
country crediting.”39 By opting for treaties providing the 
most preferential provisions and routing the investment 
through that contracting party (in a practice known as trea-
ty-shopping), foreign investors and companies can substan-

Figure 2 – Example of Transfer Pricing through Intermediary  

Source: The South Centre, based on the report prepared by the UN Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in 
Tax Matters on Transfer Pricing Issues in Extractive Industries, UN Doc. E/C.18/2017/CRP.9 (2017) 



source exports face particular challenges. It therefore en-
couraged “investment in value addition and processing of 
natural resources and productive diversification, and 
commit(s) to addressing excessive tax incentives related to 
these investments, particularly  in extractive industries.”45 
This is of particular importance to those developing coun-
tries which are highly dependent on the export of com-
modities for raising revenues46. A recent UNCTAD report 
shows that more than half of all countries, and two-thirds 
of developing countries are commodity-dependent; with 
102 out of 189 countries (54 per cent) being commodity-
dependent in the period 2013–201747. 

The commodity super-cycle of the early 2000s and the 
crash after the 2008 global financial crisis showed the ef-
fects of substantive commodity price fluctuations on na-
tional economies. The super-cycle also had significant 
effects on the fiscal regimes of countries which sought to 
take advantage of the high commodity prices by imposing 
increased royalties and rents from the extractive indus-
tries. These levies were however withdrawn in the after-
math of the crash, thus showing that “for commodity ex-
porting countries, a downswing in the global commodity 
price super-cycle is usually associated with falling in-
comes, a decline in government revenues, currency depre-
ciations, deteriorating current account balances, capital 
outflows and – last not least – rising borrowing costs.”48  

The reduction in the tax base is a vitally important is-
sue for countries to tackle, since it directly affects their 
revenues. In the context of extractive industries, such tax 
base erosion can take place through several mechanisms, 
which usually involves the under-reporting of profits and 
over-reporting of costs. Other modalities can include the 
abuse of double tax treaties for shifting the profits outside 
the country. As this varies from country to country based 
on their specific national policies, legislations and treaties, 
it is important for States to conduct their own risk assess-
ment for tax base erosion, which will help them identify 
the loopholes and risk areas for such activities.49  

Thus, there are many challenges that developing coun-
tries must navigate in order to benefit from their natural 
resource wealth. The following section lists some illustra-
tive challenges that are commonly faced by those coun-
tries. 

 3.2.1 Information and knowledge asymmetries 

The primary step undertaken by MNEs for any potential 
projects is to assess their feasibility on a wide range of 
metrics using comprehensive financial models. MNEs also 
create extensive planning models for resource exploita-
tion, which includes “specifically detailed technical infor-
mation about the physical attributes of their resource and 
what is involved in producing it”50.  

Increasingly, developing countries are also adopting 
similar kinds of financial models, but gaps still persist.51 
This kind of modelling is extremely useful in the negotia-
tion of contracts between the countries and the MNEs for 
the extraction activities. However, in cases where such 
information is not available to the States, it can lead to 
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tially reduce their tax liabilities; especially if one of the 
parties is a preferential tax jurisdiction. 

Therefore, while DTAAs could be important tools for 
tax competition among resource-rich countries, these 
treaties could also pose substantial risks for the attain-
ment of policy objectives of host countries, particularly 
as they could limit their ability to gain from transac-
tions like transfer of interests in mineral rights, pay-
ment of royalties and even managing fees. Similarly, 
DTAAs pose a limit to the exercise of taxing powers, 
which are an indispensable macroeconomic tool that 
governments use to regulate the economy of their coun-
try40, not only because these treaties are difficult to 
change or terminate41, but also because through the 
relationship of such treaties with other bilateral invest-
ment treaties or free trade agreements States could al-
low for tax measures to be scrutinized by international 
arbitral tribunals based on the rights granted to them 
through such international investment agreements.42 

3.1.3 Indirect transfer of assets 

Indirect transfer of assets can occur for avoiding capital 
gains tax by having the transfer of assets or interests in 
licenses or other exploration, extraction, and produc-
tion facilities occur at the level of a company in a low or 
no-tax jurisdiction, rather than in the country where 
such assets or interests are located. By transferring the 
shares in a company owning the rights rather than en-
gaging in a direct sale, the asset is said to be indirectly 
transferred. While vitally important to developing 
countries, this issue was not covered under the BEPS 
Project.  

One of the ways that a government can gain revenue 
from extractive industry projects that will not generate 
a profit for years or even decades is to impose a tax on 
capital gains on the direct sale of local assets. However, 
if the assets are indirectly transferred, the country does 
not receive any revenues, as the ‘sale’ of the asset has 
been postponed. Thus “the longer the sale of the under-
lying asset is postponed, the lower in present value are 
country receipts (…) At six percent interest, for in-
stance, a delay of ten years in receiving revenue of $1 
billion reduces its present value by around $450 mil-
lion.”43 

When such indirect transfers happen between off-
shore companies, there are also tax treaty implications. 
For treaties that contain Article 13(4) of the model con-
ventions, they would allow for the “taxation of the en-
tire gain attributable to the shares or comparable inter-
ests to which it applies even where part of the value of 
these shares or comparable interests is derived from 
property other than immovable property located in the 
source State.”44 However, the implementation of this 
would also depend on the domestic tax legislation of 
the State in question.    

 3.2 Challenges Faced by Developing Countries 

The Addis Ababa Action Agenda clearly recognised 
that countries which rely significantly on natural re-
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them having a weaker negotiation position.  

Another related element is the issue of transparency in 
the extractive industries. There have been global move-
ments such as the Extractive Industries Transparency 
Initiative (EITI) and Publish What You Pay (PWYP) 
which seek to increase accountability and good govern-
ance in the extractive industry practices, particularly by 
making contracts public and having full disclosures 
about the payments involved, which can reduce the risks 
of bribery and corruption.  

Furthermore, the requisite knowledge on the extrac-
tives industry encompasses not only technical 
knowledge about the operational processes, but also on 
how such corporations structure themselves and operate 
in the global context. Auditors and revenue authorities 
thus require extensive capacity building for tax auditing 
and knowledge of international law.52  

In the case of mispricing and profit shifting in the ex-
tractive sector, another relevant factor is the lack of infor-
mation on the cost of comparable transactions among 
non-related parties.53 Even when the arms-length princi-
ple54 should be applicable, revenue authorities face the 
challenge of identifying the prevailing market rate of the 
product sold or the cost of the service rendered, but reve-
nue authorities will often depend on the comparable data 
from other sources rather than their own, and therefore is 
“time-consuming and expensive, and produces results 
that do not reflect the economic reality”55 of companies 
operating in developing countries. For this, the domestic 
legal framework should clearly allow the tax authorities 
to request information and include an obligation of tax-
payers to keep and provide such information when re-
quired.56 Tax authorities also have other tools at their 

disposal to secure fair tax allocation of extractive industries 
when such information is not available. One such option is 
the establishment of rules allowing for presumptive taxa-
tion, by using the information available from other taxpay-
ers in the sector as the indicative resale price or cost-plus 
method as benchmark rates, or establishing advance pricing 
agreement for any intra-firm transactions and limiting the 
total debt allowed for tax deductibility. 

 3.2.2 Contract negotiations 

In the absence of legal and regulatory provisions governing 
profit sharing in the extractive sector, many countries utilise 
contractual arrangements between the investors and gov-
ernments for the extraction of natural resources (see Figure 
3). 

One of these contractual arrangements is production 
sharing contracts which govern all aspects of the extraction 
process, including taxation, and also provide for the mode 
of allocation of profits between the investors and the State. 
Under these contracts, an agreed formula between the gov-
ernment and the investor is used to divide the revenue of 
production which is not allocated to the recovery of project 
costs.  

A second type of contractual arrangement consists of risk 
service contracts in which the investors assume risk and 
invest capital in the exploration phase of the undertaking. If 
no resources are found, the costs are only covered by the 
investor, but if there is commercial discovery and produc-
tion starts, the State must reimburse and remunerate the 
invested capital and services provided. Under this contract, 
the State keeps sole proprietorship of the resource and is 
solely responsible for its production.  

The ability of host governments to effectively negotiate 

Source: The South Centre, based on Kirsten Bindemann, “Production-Sharing Agreements: An Economic Analysis”, Ox-
ford Institute for Energy Studies, WPM 25, October 1999 and Michael Likosky, “Contracting and regulatory issues in the 

oil and gas and metallic minerals industries”, Transnational Corporations, Vol. 18, No. 1 (2009). Available from https://
unctad.org/en/docs/diaeiia20097a1_en.pdf.  

Figure 3 – Examples of Contractual Arrangements in the Sector of Extractive Industries 

https://unctad.org/en/docs/diaeiia20097a1_en.pdf
https://unctad.org/en/docs/diaeiia20097a1_en.pdf


bles Data for Transfer Pricing Analyses’.63 Beyond the lim-
ited scope of BEPS Action 4, it seems unlikely that the 
OECD would give much focus to the issue.  

The Bretton Woods Institutions are also quite active on 
extractive industries taxation, with the World Bank issu-
ing sourcebooks for ‘Understanding the Extractive Indus-
tries’64 and on ‘How to Improve Mining Tax Administra-
tion and Collection Frameworks’65. Similarly, the IMF has 
also produced research66 and a handbook67 on developing 
and administering fiscal regimes for extractive industries. 
It has also produced an edited volume on ‘International 
Taxation and the Extractive Industries’. While these publi-
cations are useful tools, there still remains a huge gap be-
tween the provided recommendations and their imple-
mentation in developing countries.  

5. Conclusions and Observations 

To achieve sustainable development, it is essential that 
countries receive the fair share of revenue from the extrac-
tion and exploitation of their own natural resources. 
MNEs can play a key role in realizing this by not indulg-
ing in tax base eroding activities and paying their fair 
share. The Addis Agenda has also underlined the im-
portance of corporate transparency and accountability of 
all companies, notably in the extractive industries. 

At the national level, countries can adopt a range of 
legal, fiscal and regulatory measures which can help them 
raise revenues from the extractive industries and prevent 
the erosion of their tax base.  Given the unique character-
istics of the extractive sector, it is useful for countries to be 
able to formulate their policies to capture their benefits 
most effectively, in line with their national policy objec-
tives.  

The fiscal policy for extractive industries often consists 
of a combination of different fiscal instruments given the 
long-term nature and scope of these projects. These instru-
ments can also be specifically tailored to the different pro-
duction processes, being applicable both upstream and 
downstream. The UN also recommends that the fiscal 
policy should be predictable, based on a long-term per-
spective and with high level of simplicity and clarity 
which would help in its administration. While there is no 
‘one size fits all’ approach in the case of fiscal regimes, in 
general terms these policy instruments should be based 
on consultations with the various stakeholders and con-
tribute to the overall development objectives of the host 
country where the natural resources are being exploited.68 

A comprehensive legal and policy regime for govern-
ing the extractive industries should be put in place. Devel-
oping countries need to identify their priority areas for 
sustainable development of their natural resources and 
create long term policy objectives which would guide 
their extraction over their entire life cycle.  

For improving regulatory predictability, States could 
increase their reliance on specific laws and regulations for 
the extractive industries instead of negotiating individual 
production and profit-sharing contracts with MNEs. This 
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with MNEs in the extractive industries depends on a 
variety of factors, such as commodity prices on the in-
ternational and futures markets, its perceived scarcity 
and the presence of viable alternative locations for the 
extraction of the same commodity. 

In cases where the State has limited resources to ne-
gotiate the contract, this might lead to asymmetric 
agreements being signed, which would severely disad-
vantage the State and limit their revenues. A specific 
example is the inclusion of tax stabilisation clauses 
which provide for the freezing of the tax rate for a set 
number of years, or the prohibition of taxing windfall 
profits.  

The relationship between these contracts and other 
international agreements is also an issue of concern, as 
countries have struggled with the effects of including 
tax stabilisation clauses in their agreements with extrac-
tive industry MNEs. For instance, Zambia had intro-
duced a 25 percent mining windfall tax in April 2008, 
but was subsequently forced to withdraw it in January 
2010 after “some foreign investors threatened to take 
legal action, accusing authorities of breaching agree-
ments they signed with the mining companies that 
promised lower taxes.”57 Similarly in Ecuador, the im-
position of a windfall levy on foreign oil revenues led 
to an international arbitration under a bilateral invest-
ment treaty by the petroleum company Burlington, 
which resulted in an award of $379.80 million against 
the country58.  

4. Multilateral Initiatives on Tax in Extractive 
Industries  

At the multilateral level, discussions on extractive in-
dustries taxation are primarily located at the UN Tax 
Subcommittee on Extractive Industries Taxation Issues 
for Developing Countries. Created in October 2013, the 
Subcommittee is mandated to “consider, report on and 
propose draft guidance on extractive industries taxa-
tion issues for developing countries”.59  

The Subcommittee has produced several Guidance 
Notes on the tax treatments that can be adopted by 
countries in relation to extractive industries. It has also 
produced the ‘Handbook on Selected Issues for Taxa-
tion of the Extractive Industries by Developing Coun-
tries’, which aims to provide developing country gov-
ernments with a “basic outline of the challenges they 
will encounter when seeking to compute the adminis-
trative, fiscal, environmental and other related costs of 
exploring natural resources, without affecting the quali-
ty of life of the citizens or the environment.”60 

In cooperation with the Intergovernmental Forum on 
Mining, Minerals, Metals and Sustainable Development 
(IGF), the OECD has developed draft toolkits on the 
hidden costs of tax incentives in mining61, and limiting 
the impact of excessive interest deductions on mining 
revenues62. Part of this work has also contributed to the 
toolkit produced by the Platform for Collaboration on 
Tax on ‘Addressing Difficulties in Accessing Compara-
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will enable the creation of common outcomes from natu-
ral resource exploitation, as well as improve transparen-
cy in the sector.   

In addition, by ring fencing the extractive industries 
from the rest of the economy and designing dedicated 
fiscal regimes for their management, countries could de-
velop frameworks for greater realization of the potential 
rents generated from such activities, and their use for 
sustainable development.  

For administering transfer pricing rules more effec-
tively, countries should ensure that beyond passing a 
law, they have passed regulations or administrative 
guidance to clarify documentation requirements and 
methods for determining an acceptable transfer price.69 

Importantly, there needs to be extensive capacity 
building for strengthening the auditing capacity of na-
tional tax and revenue authorities in the context of ex-
tractive industries, which pose unique challenges. By 
enhancing their administrative capacities, countries will 
be able to tackle tax base erosion activities more efficient-
ly. This needs to be accompanied by a concurrent capaci-
ty building in the judicial and executive domains to deal 
with the issues that might arise from increased auditing, 
such as more judicial disputes at the domestic levels; pos-
sible investment arbitration claims arising from interna-
tional investment agreement at the international level; 
and mutual agreement procedures under DTAAs. 

The UN Committee also recommends that countries, 
especially developing countries, establish administrative 
measures to enable the tax authorities to pre-screen 
transactions prior to the application of tax treaties. Such 
measures could work as a natural deterrent to some of 
the most frequent treaty abuse practices. 

In the context of extractive industries, it is also im-
portant to explore the possible systems of taxation that 
can be used by developing countries, such as a progres-
sive taxation and a unitary method of taxation. The use 
of progressive taxation can be used by governments par-
ticularly in the extractives industry. In cases where there 
are windfall profits from the investment, the government 
should be able to capture a fair share of the profits with-
out the need to resort to measures such as windfall tax-
es70, which also bring along risks of investment disputes 
under international investment agreements.  

At the international level, developing countries should 
utilise the modality of South-South cooperation to share 
their good practices and promote peer learning and ca-
pacity-building. By increasing exchanges among the rev-
enue authorities among developing countries, tax admin-
istrators can share their experiences and good practices 
regarding issues such as contract negotiations for fair 
and transparent concession, revenue and royalty agree-
ments, auditing practices etc. and learn from other coun-
tries who have already dealt with similar issues.  

Further, by enhancing their cooperation and actively 
participating in the exchange of information on tax is-

sues, developing countries can increase tax-related trans-
parency, especially in the context of global value chains, 
and know more accurately whether or not MNEs are paying 
their fair share of taxes.  

Finally, developing countries should also engage more 
extensively with the UN Tax Committee, which is mandat-
ed to give “special attention to developing countries and 
countries with economies in transition”71. In addition to its 
functions of making recommendations on capacity-building 
and the provision of technical assistance, the Committee 
should be empowered by the UN Member States to act as a 
forum where all developing countries can participate as 
equal members and be part of the agenda setting, rather 
than being brought in only at the implementation stage.  
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